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Investor Information

Ticker Symbol
FDBL
Reporting Status
Current
SEC Reporting
Audited Financials
Recent Share Price
$.0006
52 Week Range
$ .0006 / $ .008
Total Authorized Shares
15,000,000,000
Total Outstanding Shares
1,847,008,214
Chief Executive Officer
Robert Rositano

Well Positioned For Strategic Growth in 2017
Friendable Inc. is a mobile-social technology company focused on
connecting and engaging users through innovative applications that expand
beyond today’s limitations. In 2013, the Company released its flagship
product Friendable, a mobile social application where users can create oneon-one or group-style meetups for food, drinks, live music, or any occasion.
In 2017, Friendable Inc. will release Broadcaster, a live streaming video
application where fans can watch exclusive back-stage and uncensored
video content from behind the scenes to broadcast messages from their
favorite performing artist, celebrity, athlete and much more by subscribing to
exclusive content channels. Through Friendable’s new and upcoming
release of the “Fan Pass” mobile app, Friendable Inc. aims to become a
premier provider of social networking applications and live video steaming
plaforms that connect consumers, artists and celebrities with their fans.

Revenue Generation

Corporate Headquarters
1735 E Ft Lowell Rd
Tucson, AZ 85719
Transfer Agent
Nevada Agency and Transfer
50 W. Liberty St.
Suite 880
Reno, NV 89501.
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This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In
particular, when used in the preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and
similar conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than
those of historical fact, about an action, event or development, are forward looking statements. These statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the results to be materially different than those expressed or implied
in such statements. StockVest was paid 18,500,000 restricted shares on 7/10/2017 for 90 days of services.
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